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SS04
Question 1

Student Response

Commentary

The example illustrates a common error which arose when candidates failed to read the
question carefully enough. “At least 4” has been interpreted as “not more than 4”.
The other common error was to state P(X  4) = 1 – P(X  4).

Mark scheme

1(a) B(120, 0.01) B1
1

(b) X = Number of donors with group AB
negative.
X ~ B(120, 0.01)  Po(1.2)

)3P(1)4(P  XX

=1 – 0.9662
= 0.0338

B1
M1

A1

B1 for exact binomial (0.0330)
awrt

3
Total 4



Question 2

Student response



SS04
Commentary

Part (a) was generally very well done and it can be seen that this candidate had followed the
structure of the hypothesis test correctly for most of the way. The error of losing negative
signs for the test statistic and critical value was seen in a large number of scripts. It often led
to the candidate considering the wrong tail when evaluating the result. The conclusion stated
here matches the candidate’s alternative hypothesis ( < 14.5 which was on the previous
page), but does not follow from the preceding work.
Part (b) tested the use of p-values in hypothesis testing and specified the use of an exact
distribution. Many candidates attempted an inappropriate distributional approximation as
illustrated here. The topic seems to be one that many find difficult.

Mark Scheme

2(a)

5.14:H
14.5:H

1

0







325.14x , 2493.0s
 = 8 – 1 = 7

895.1t crit 

Test statistic =

8

2493.0

5.14325.14 

= -1.985(6)
-1.985(6) < -1.895
There is evidence at the 5% significance
level to claim that Katrina has achieved
Target 1.

B1

B1
B1
B1

M1

m1

A1
E1

A1

Both.
14.3 to 14.33; accept 0.249

Ignore sign.

Use of formula for ts.

Their sd divided by 8 .

-2 to -1.9

ft on ts and cv.
Depends on M1 and m1.

9
(b)

0.25p:H
0.25p:H

1

0




X = Number of failed attempts.
Under H0, X ~ B(15, 0.25)
P(X  1) = 0.0802
0.0802 > 5% so H0 cannot be rejected.
There is not enough evidence at the 5% level
to claim that Katrina has achieved Target 2.

B1

B1
B1
M1

A1

Both

May be implied.

Attempt to reach conclusion by
comparing probability with 5%.

5
Total 14



Question 3

Student Response



SS04
Commentary

Many made a good attempt at the probability in part (a) of the question, with errors mainly
confined to missing or incorrect continuity corrections.
This example of part (b) illustrates the fact that most candidates knew how to construct a
confidence interval for the (large) mean of a Poisson distribution based on a single value.
It also demonstrates the confusion that was seen in a lot of scripts. The candidate has
essentially set up critical values for a hypothesis test to investigate whether the mean
number of bluebells has changed. This was not what the question asked for, but
demonstrated enough technique and understanding to gain most of the available marks.
Most scored at least one mark in part (b) (iii), usually by pointing out that the standard
deviation was estimated from the sample value.

Mark Scheme

3(a)(i) Plants randomly distributed.
Constant average density over the field.
Independent occurrence of plants.
P(two plants in same position) = 0.
Size of plant can be treated as negligible. B2,1,0

B1 each for any two distinct
conditions.
Must be in context for full
marks.

2
(ii) X ~ Po(23)  N(23, 23)

 

  912.0355.1

23

235.29
30P










 
X

B1
M1
m1
A1

A1

m1 attempted cc.
correct cc.
0.911 to 0.914; on no cc.
(0.928) or 30.5 (0.941)

5
(b)(i) Normal approximation with sd = 79

z = 1.96
95% confidence limits are

7996.179 
giving (61.6, 96.4)

B1
B1

M1

A1

May be implied.
Up to 3 if 92 used instead of 79.

awrt.

4

(ii) Original mean per 4m2 was 92
OR CI for mean per m2 is
(15.4, 24.1)
Original mean lies within 95% CI for new
mean.
Not enough evidence to support Roy’s
claim.

B1

E1

B1
Maximum of 2 if roles of 92, 79
reversed.

3
(iii) Normal approximation used.

SD estimated from count of plants in sample
area.
Assumption that area was randomly selected
may not be justified. E2,1,0 Any two.

2
Total 16



Question 4

Student Response

Commentary

There were few difficulties with finding the confidence interval in part (a).
In part (b), candidates were asked for an assessment of whether patients were equally likely
to suffer from stomach pains as a side effect when taking drug B as when taking drug A.
Many, like this one, made a too definite statement without considering the range of values in
the confidence interval. While it cannot be ruled out that the two proportions are equal, it is
not certain.
Most were able to make a sensible comment about a flaw in the method used by the
consultant, but few explained how this might affect their assessment. A good many thought
that a new experiment was being set up rather than a revised analysis of the results already
found.



SS04
Mark Scheme

4(a)
38.0

50

19
ˆ p

Normal approximation with sd

 
50

38.0138.0 

z = 2.5758
99% confidence limits for p are

50

62.038.0
5758.238.0




giving (0.203, 0.557)

B1

M1
A1

B1

M1

A1

Correct values substituted.

Accept 2.58

awrt

6
(b) There is not enough evidence to say there is

a difference in the proportion of patients
suffering the side effect as
25% = 0.25 lies within the confidence
interval.

B1

E1
2

(c) Patients who suffer stomach pains more
likely to volunteer than those who do not.
Pre-knowledge could cause imaginary pains.
The confidence interval could indicate a
reduction in proportion if sample drawn
mainly from population of those suffering
the side effect. Pre-knowledge may have
exaggerated sample proportion.

E1

E1

Likely effect on sample or effect
of knowing purpose of trial.

Possible effect on assessment.
2

Total 10



Question 5

Student Response

.



SS04
Commentary

This seems to be a love it or hate it topic. Many candidates sailed through it with no
problems and most made a good attempt at part (a). A lot of problems arose in dealing with
the variance of Y – 3X in part (b). The example shows the very common error of evaluating
Var(3X) = 3  Var(X). In this case the resulting variance was added to that of Y so another
method mark was earned. Many, however, went on to subtract the variances. This
candidate could have picked up another two method marks for using the distribution found,
but evidence of an intention to find P(Y – 3X > 0) was required.

Mark Scheme

5 X ~ N(5.8, 1.42)
Y ~ N(18.5, 3.62)

(a) X + Y ~ N(24.3, 14.92)

P(X + Y < 30) = 






 


92.14

3.2430

=  476.1 = 0.930

B2

M1

A1

B1 mean; B1 sd.

0.929 to 0.931

4
(b) 3X ~ N(3  5.8, 32  1.42)

= N(17.4, 17.64)
Y – 3X ~ N(18.5 –17.4, 3.62 + 17.64)

= N(1.1, 30.6)
P(Y > 3X) = P(Y – 3X > 0)

= 






 


6.30

1.10
1

=   579.0199.01 

B2
M1
A1
M1

m1

A1

B1 mean; B1 sd.
Means subtracted; sds added.
cao

7
Total 11



Question 6
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Student Response

Commentary

Part (a) was well done with many completely correct hypothesis tests. In part (ii), most
stated that the sample proportion was exactly 40% but thought this meant that the population
could not be more than 40%. Clearly it could, but no hypothesis test would reveal this. Most
acceptable explanations stated that the test statistic would be 0 leading to acceptance of H0.
In part (b), a lot of candidates treated the value of s given for the sample as a known
population standard deviation and so used a z-value as the critical value, as shown in the
example. The technique for finding the confidence interval was well known.
There were few really good attempts at evaluating the effectiveness of the two notices. Many
commented that the proportion of people giving a donation had increased in A but not in B,
and that the mean donation had increased in both car parks. There was a common belief
that amounts donated had risen more in B than in A, in spite of the large overlap of the
intervals. Some interpreted the confience intervals as showing the range of individual
donations. The use of bold type for the word “total” was intended to encourage candidates to
link the proportion donating and the mean amount donated, but few did this.



Mark Scheme

6(a)(i) H0: p = 0.4
H1: p > 0.4
Under H0, X ~ B(60, 0.40)

 N(24, 14.4)
z = 1.6449

Test statistic =
4.14

245.32 

= 2.24

OR =
4.14

2433 

= 2.37
2.24 (2.37) > 1.6449 so there is enough
evidence at the 5% significance level to
claim that the proportion who make a
donation is greater than 40%.

B1

B2
B1

M1

A1

E1

A1

Both.

B1 normal; B1 parameters.
Accept 1.64; 1.645.

OR s.e.=
60

6.04.0 
(M1A1)

60

0.60.4

0.40-0.55
ts


 = 2.37 (M1A1)

Exact binomial: 0.0133 < 5%
gets full marks.

ft on ts and cv.

8
(ii)

4.0
45

18
 so sample proportion is exactly

40%.
Hypothesis test would lead to accepting H0

at any sensible significance level.

B1

E1
2

(b)(i)  = 9; 262.2t crit 

95% confidence limits for  are

10

21.19
262.25.59 

giving (45.8, 73.2)

B1

M1
m1

A1

sd divided by 10

awrt

4
(ii) Both notices seem to have increased the

mean donation to about the same level.
Evidence of increased proportion of
motorists donating in A but not in B.
Total likely to have increased more in A
than in B.

B1
B1

B1

B1
4

(iii) £1 recommendation could lead to truncation.
Could be high frequency for £1 but mean 
£1 so distribution not symmetrical.
Recommended donation means amount
given not random/independent variable. E2,1,0

2
Total 20




